
treatment of the patient, and he can put ‘,things 
rightfor youor else advise you. Donot ever give your 
patient cause to say, (( Nurse did not want the doctor 
to know that.” And, again, nurses are trained in 
hospital always to have everything spiclr and span 
in readiness for the doctor’s visit, Quite so ; and I 
still like to adhere to that rule when possible. But 
if a doctor p a p  an e w l y  visit, he will much prefer 
to find his patient still sleeping (for sleep is Nature’s 
best restorative) than to find she had been disturbed 
at  7 am.,  in order that her toilet could be accoin- 

. plished and t.he room “done” because he was 
expected at  9 a.m. Hospital patients, as a rule, aro 
early risers by habit, but the ones we nurse in 
private more often do not breakfast till 9 or 9.30, so 
why change t.h?ir usual hour? A doctor quite under- 
stands; but if his visit is late in the day,thenhe might 
think the nurse indolent if things were not neat for 
him. If a nurse is a good manager, the patient’s 
room is always in order ; it is quite as easy to Ireep 
the roomtidyat 4a.m. as at  4 p.m. “Aplace for every- 
thing, and everything in its place.” Wash your cups 
and glasses directly they are used, Keep the kettle 
boiling (if you have a fire; if not, have a spirit stovo 
at hand) and dressings ready, then there is no 
ddqy if the doctor pays a surprise visit. 

Never let jour patient feel you are expecting the 
doctor. I know of nothing inore trying to the nerves 
of anyone who is very ill than the feeling of expecta- 
tion. A good deep is often spoilt by it. If you can 
get your patient to look upon the doctor’s visit in a 
casual way, it is a pleasure to her, and she looks 
forward to it ; but if she gets into n state of fuss ” 
to be trready” for him, mild he is not punctual, then 
you will find that peace does not reign supreme. I do 
not think it is out of place to mention that 
teiiipe~~.nient is the first thing to study in nnrsing. 
Working men  and women are so accustonied to 
noise and roughing it ‘that a hospital ward is a 
haven of rest to them. Therefore, during our train- 
ing we do not realise the dificnlty w e  have to con- 
tend with when nursing a highly sensitive person. 
I often think that one has to nurse nerves a h i y s ,  
and that the particular disease is just n coinplicza 
tion. All illnesses require (( rest cure.” Which of 
11s when, out of sorts, hps not been nearly distracted 
by well-meaning strong friends clieering us up 1 ” 

It is rarely one hears nurses say they lilm private 
nursing. They are tempted to take it up because 
they think it is lucrative, and many who have 
not a home, and who also have t o  help to sup- 
1nrt their relations, feel it absolutely necessary 
to  give up the comforts, regularity, interests, and 
sociability of hospital life to earn more money. 

(To be concliided.) 

Six Liverpool nurses arc being sent out to the 
lhn id i sh  Hospilal at  Constaiitinople at the request 
of the Sultan to  teach Englisli mthoils of nursing 
the injured. 

. 
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’ lpracticar lpofnt0, 

The pharmacists of Germany put 
up prescriptions which are to be 
given by drops in a very trim and 
convenient little bottle which has 

a glass, tight-fitting stopper with a dropper made in it; 
SO that all one has to do is to  tilt the bottle, perhaps 
loosen the stopper a little to  get a little air-pressure; 
and let the drops fall. It is a most cleanly and dainty 
little device. 

Dr. Louis 3.  Xitchell gives in 
ForeignBodies the Medical Record a list of foreign 
in Appendix. substances found in the appendix 

in his experience. These mere 
grape seeds in eight cases, shot in three cases, pieces 
of bone in two cases, a portion of a shingle-nail, a drop 
of solder, a fragment of nut-shell, the bone of a small 
fish, and particles apparentlyof ash or stone. In  none of 
the cases was there any sign of inflammation in the 
appendix or any symptom that it had beeu inflamed. 

A Dainty 
Device. 

- 

Bern of us h o w ,  says Astccteu~ 
Cnrdening, that a far better cure 

Cure. for all our health troubles than 
any of the patent niedicines which 

are so constantly recommended lies a t  our doors in 
more senses than one-Le., the Garden Cure. Thii 
idea is at  last breaking through the crust of centuries, 
m d  emerging to the light j so that garden cit.ies, lady 
gardeners, horticulture and agriculture, and various 
other signs of coming sanity-amateur gardening being 
one of the most conspicuous-are all on the the in; 
crease, All we have to do is to open our doors and 
live in our gardens. 

Professor Symes Tliompson, who 
Care of the delivered an address on the evolu- 

Teeth. tion and degeneration of the teeth 
to members of the Polyteclinic 

Health Society last Saturday, explained that examina- 
tion of the teeth of the ray had proved that 
teeth were not bones, hut payt of the skin- 
dermal appendages, in fact. I n  the matter of teelll 
man was more nearly related to the lemur than to the 
monkey. I n  the case of the crocodile the new teeth 
grew up inside the old teeth, and it was recorded by 
Heredotus and verified by Egyptian travellers that the 
crocodile is provided with an animated toothpickin the 
person of a small bird which fearlessly goes into the 
mouth of the crocodile and removes every particle of 
foreign matter from the reptile’s mouth. On thls in- 
cidunt he based the warning that people should be 
most careful not to allow foreign matter to remain in 
contact with the teeth for any length of time. The, 
regular and systematic cleaningof the teeth was of the 
utmost importance, Many people were most particular 
to clean their teeth everysniorning, but they omitted 
that which was of far more importance, the cleaning of 
their teeth a t  night. If anyone would bry the experi: 
ment of putting a tooth into a saucer of bread and milk 
it would be found at the ond of a qeek as the b r e d  
and milk decomposed the tooth decalcified. In  the 
days when our ancestors gnawed bones they cleaued 
their teeth in that way, but now that our food was 
cooked and soft the .toothbrush was inbiSpensable: 
Some people who wcre careful to makc their children’ 

The Garden 

- 
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